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A B S T R A C T

The aim of this paper is to use the thermo-viscous expansion-contraction effect to enhance mixing in micro-
channels. To do this, numerical simulation of chaos flow generated by periodic thermal boundary condition in a
2-D microchannel is considered.The main objectives are to evaluate the effect of Reynolds number, Strouhal
number and thermal penetration length on chaotic mixing. The vorticity is used as a criteria evaluating the
chaos. It is shown that thermo-viscous expansion-contraction effect can be used as aconsiderable potential mean
for micro-scale chaotic mixingpotential mean for micro-scale chaotic mixing. The results show that, the vorticity
generated by change of density and viscosity due to the temperature difference caused by periodic heat transfer
at flow boundary is mainly a function of dimensionless flow velocity and film thickness.

1. Introduction

Micro and nano fluid flows have attracted many of scientists and
engineers’ attention and is one of advancing knowledge due to its ap-
plication in electronic, medicine, pharmaceutical, biology and chemical
industries. Mixing is an important operation in microscale devices
which leads researchers to develop micromixers for numerous process
applications. The extremely high surface to volume ratio in these de-
vices have profound consequences and applications such as providing a
safe micro environment for doing experiment on toxic, precious and
rare materials as well as the benefit of handling fast, hazardous and
explosive chemical reactions [1]. Micromixers are mainly classified in
two categories: active and passive; each one has its own characteristics
and applications. Active micromixers require complicated fabrication
and sophisticated operating process and mainly uses an oscillator
source to drive the flow, such as oscillating pressure, electric, acoustic
or magnetic fields. Passive micromixers usually are utilized by special
geometry to increase vorticity and cause a chaotic advection to enhance
mixing [2]. This may be obtained by building baffles on the walls of
microchannel [3–5], bending, curving or converging-diverging the
microchannel [6–10] or by using special designs such as channel con-
fluence, lamination, hydrodynamic focusing and impinging [11,12].
Passive mixers are preferred to active due to its simplicity, cost benefit
and ease of fabrication. In this paper, we deal with the passive

micromixers.
Generating and controlling fluid flows in micro scales have their

own complexity and challenges. So far, many methods are developed to
find this goal, among them is almost new method based on density and
viscosity changes by temperature and is called thermo-viscous expan-
sion effect. In this method, the generated flow is usually a consequence
of periodic thermal boundary condition or a laser spot movement. In
2004, Yariv and Brenner [13] show that how unsteady temperature
fields in thermally expandable fluids can be always accompanied by
flow, even in the absence of gravity. Pal and Chakraborty [14] used this
approach and conducted a research to investigate a generated spatially
uniform flow profile in a time-averaged sense by imposing traveling
temperature wave in a microfluidic channel. They showed that the re-
sultant complex flow is characterized by thermal penetration length
and a velocity scale. They also provided further discussion on “thin”
and “thick” microchannels. In another work, considering periodic
temperature oscillation over a flat plate, Pal and Chakraborty [15]
obtained results revealing that the entire thermal fluctuation and the
subsequent thermoviscous actuation (for a semi-infinite fluid bounded
by a flat plate) remain confined within a thermo-viscous boundary
layer. Based on the length scales and the analytical solution for the
temperature field, they distinct three different layers, namely, the wall
layer, the intermediate layer, and the outer layer; and they show that a
unidirectional time-averaged flow within the wall layer opposite to the
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direction of motion of the thermal wave occurs.
Franz M. Weinert and his partners carried out several researches on

the subject of microscale fluid flow due to laser spot movement.
Weinert et al. [16] investigated the fluid flow for the case of a Gaussian
temperature wave in a thin fluid chamber by a numerical solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations and analytically by a perturbation expansion.
They showed that a thermal wave can move a fluid by the nonlinear
combination of the temperature dependent density and viscosity. In
another research, Weinert et al. [17] developed thermo-viscous ex-
pansion effect to pump water through micrometer thin ice sheets by a
moving infrared laser spot. The pump speeds reached 5 cm/s due to
repetitive melting and freezing without excessive heating. Then, Wei-
nert et al. [18] by using laser spot movement on fluid, generated a
micro scale flow of one fluid in another one to mix them. They produce
different mixing ratio simultaneously using different light path pattern
and velocity. Moreover, the flow border independency is additional
unique feature of their method.

In this work, we have proposed a method for mixing fluids in mi-
crochannel using periodic thermal boundary conditions at walls. In this
method, we have taken advantage of thermo-viscous expansion-con-
traction effects to make the flow chaos and preparing suitable condi-
tions for mixing of two passing liquids through a microchannel. Using
numerical simulation, we have focused on vorticity change to de-
termine the magnitude of chaos and to find the most effective para-
meters on mixing. It should be mentioned that while other mentioned
researches have mainly focused on time-averaged microflows to de-
termine the flow generated by thermo-viscous expansion effect and its
application for fluid pumping, we raise the subject in details for micro-
mixing applications since it is scientifically important. We also consider
the existence of differential pressure in the micro channel that neither
of researches deal with it.

2. Geometry description and governing equations

For a constant Reynolds number, the mixing efficiency for channel

with high aspect ratio (the ratio of the channel width to the channel
height) rectangular section is higher than that of the channel with lower
aspect ratio because of its larger contact surface area. Therefore, it is a
common practice to consider and analyze 2-D micro mixer. However,
extending the results to 3-D is of interests and helpful. Here, the con-
sidered geometry consists of a simple 2-D microchannel as shown in
Fig. 1. An unsteady thermal boundary condition in the form of two
sinusoidal temperature waves travelling in opposite directions are im-
posed at the opposite channel walls which each one is characterized by
three parameters: wave length λ, wave speed vth. and wave amplitude
ΔT. In this study, it is assumed that these two waves have the same
characteristics parameters. It should be mentioned that the range of
variation of these parameters, to a certain extent, is a matter of tech-
nology. Thus, the thermal boundary condition at microchannel is ex-
pressed as

Nomenclature

A Area element
cp Specific heat capacity at constant pressure
h Micro channel height
k Conductivity
L Micro channel length
NSD Normalized Standard Deviation
p Pressure
Pr Prandtl number
r, r0 Free variables
Re Reynolds number
St Strouhal number
t time
T Temperature
U Characteristic velocity in x1 direction
v velocity
V Characteristic velocity in x2 direction
ΔT Thermal wave amplitude

PΔ Differential pressure between inlet and outlet
pΔ Differential pressure per each wave length

Greek symbols

αT Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient
α Thermal diffusivity
δkl Kronecker delta
δth. Thermal penetration length

ε Small number
ηT Thermal viscosity coefficient
θ Dimensionless temperature
λ Thermal wave length
μ Viscosity
ϑ Kinematic viscosity
ξ Vorticity
ρ Density
Φ Rate of viscous dissipation
χ Free function
ω Thermal wave frequency
∞ Infinite number
∂ Partial derivative symbol
∇ Partial derivative operator

Subscripts

1,2 Horizontal and lateral directions
0 Reference state
* Dimensionless parameters
− Mean
∼ Time average
→ Vector
th. Thermal
h. Hydrodynamic
Pois. Poiseuille flow

Fig. 1. Problem geometry and thermal boundary conditions.
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where T0 is the mean temperature of the fluid happened to be the re-
ference temperature (30 °C). In the absence of differential pressure
between inlet and outlet of the channel, as a result of symmetric con-
dition, no net flow would be achieved. Therefore, in order to have a net
flow in the microchannel, an imposed differential pressure of PΔ be-
tween inlet and outlet is inevitable.

For this problem, one may write the governing equations (mass
conservation, momentum and energy balance equations) as
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Considering volumetric thermal expansion coefficient αT, the first
order approximation of density variation about a reference temperature
T0 is:

= − −ρ ρ α T T[1 ( )]T0 0 (5)

Substituting the above equation into the mass conservation equation
(Eq. (2)), we have

− + − − ∇
→ →

=ρ α DT
Dt

ρ α T T V[1 ( )] . 0T T0 0 0 (6)

In the described problem, the pressure driven flow superimpose on
the flow generated by thermo-viscous expansion-contraction effect. In
Refs. [13,14] it is stated that in the absence of differential pressure
between inlet and outlet of the microchannel, the viscous dissipation
and pressure work terms in the energy balance equation are negligible,
as they are in the order of =ε α T( Δ )T

2 2 . This conclusion is still valid for
small values of PΔ between inlet and outlet and we will show that for
cases where the mixing efficiency is high, we will reach the same
conclusion. Thus, if we eliminate the viscous dissipation and pressure
work terms in the energy balance equation and use Eq. (6), after some
linearization, for low Peclet number, we have [14]

∇
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= ∂
∂

V α T
t

. T (7)

Eq. (7) shows the role of temperature variation rate in the flow
generation. As the fluid temperature in the problem domain is affected
by periodic thermal boundary conditions (see Fig. 1), it varies peri-
odically. Therefore, based on Eq. (7), a periodic velocity field in the
domain is achieved. This equation is valid only for low Peclet number,
which means advection transport rate must be much lower than the
diffusion transport rate and it is as well consistent with considering
small values of PΔ between inlet and outlet. If we consider the micro-
channel to be thin L≫ h, then, the fluid temperature at inlet does not
dictate any sensible effect on the fluid flow; because the fluid tem-
perature adjusts itself rapidly to thermal boundary conditions due to
the convective heat transfer.

For low Reynolds number flows in the microchannel, the convective
acceleration term in momentum balance equations are negligible
[14,15]. Then, using the approximation ρ= ρ0, for a Newtonian fluid,
the x1- and x2- components of momentum equations take the following
form.
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where the viscosity in the above equations should be obtained using
thermal viscosity coefficientηT at reference temperature based on fol-
lowing equation.

= − −μ μ η T T[1 ( )]T0 0 (10)

In order to study the fluid flow in the microchannel well, first we
normalize the coordinate system, velocity components and temperature
as following.
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where ω,U andV are the temperature wave frequency and characteristic
velocities across the microchannel in the horizontal and vertical di-
rections, respectively. Considering thin microchannels that leads to
conclusion of approximately equal hydrodynamic and thermal length
scales, we use δth. as a characteristic length scale in vertical direction,
which is the diffusion length.
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where =α k ρ c T/ ( )p0 0 0 0 is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid at reference
temperature. Also, δth. can be interpreted as thermal penetration length
[14].

Considering the pressure as

= − + ′p x x t
p

λ
x p x x t( , , )

Δ
( , , )1 2 1 1 2 (13)

where pΔ is the differential pressure per each wave length; p' expresses
the pressure field induced by periodic temperature and is in the order of
ε [13,14]. In addition, p' and the velocity field are periodic and
− px λΔ /1 shows the pressure change across the microchannel length
caused by the differential pressure between inlet and outlet. Therefore,
if ′ = ′p x t p λ x t(0, , ) ( , , )2 2 , the pressure boundary conditions at the inlet
and outlet are satisfied. The normalized pressure, then, is obtain by
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Substituting the normalized parameters into Eq. (7), we may obtain
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Eq. (16) shows that the velocity scale for the flow induced by per-
iodic temperature field is proportional to the volumetric expansion
coefficient, temperature wave amplitude and its frequency as follows
[14]:

∝U α TvΔth T th. . (17)

It should be mentioned that the above relation for velocity scale
excludes the differential pressure because we eliminated the pressure
work in Eq. (7) due to its smallness in comparison with other terms. In
other words, as the fluid velocity is much smaller than the speed of
sound, the fluid is dynamically incompressible and density only
changes with temperature and do not have sensitive effect on the ve-
locity divergence. Therefore, the temperature change with time causes
density change that eventually results in nonzero velocity divergence
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even in the absence of gravity acceleration. As a result, we just see the
effect of temperature wave (and not the differential pressure) in the
above velocity scale. Also, we neglect the viscous dissipation in Eq. (7)
assuming that the velocity gradients generated by pressure driven flow
and thermo-viscous expansion-contraction effect are in the same order.
Therefore, above velocity scale is valid only for small values of PΔ
between inlet and outlet.

Substituting Eqs. (13) and (10) into Eq. (8), we may obtain the non-
dimensional momentum balance equation across the microchannel
length as follow:
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where Pr= ϑ0/α0 is the Prandtl number at reference temperature. For
thin microchannels (εh= h/λ≪ 1), the zeroth order x *1 -momentum
equation with regard to εh is
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As it is seen, the unsteady term in the left and the term including pΔ
in the right of Eq. (19) are in the order of εh; retaining these two terms
in this equation are essential as they are containing two, let say, con-
trolling parameters, pΔ and vth., for a specified microchannel. These
parameters are parts of problem input data and they can rise to their
physical limits. As relatively large values of pΔ and vth. make the
mentioned terms determinative in Eq. (19), regardless of the fact that
they are in the order of εh, we do not eliminate them from the equation.

Regardless of the effect of thermo-viscous expansion-contraction,
Eq. (19) governs Poiseuille flow that results in =U h p μ λΔ /12Pois.

2
0 ,

where UPois. is the mean axial flow velocity. In the opposite, if we simply
consider the thermo-viscous expansion-contraction effect and set

=pΔ 0, we face a problem with no net flow but exhibiting a periodic
pressure and velocity fields. Pal and Chakraborty [14] studid a similar
problem including a microchannel in which two parallel temperature
wave travelling in the same directions (as thermal boundary condition
at walls) was considered. Their analysis consists of different values of h/
δth. and they found an appropriate velocity scale for net flow field in the
thin microchannels (h/δth.∼ 1) as follow:

=U α η T v(Δ )th T T th.
2

. (20)

Here, we have considered a similar geometry but different in thermal
boundary conditions with an imposed differential pressure between the
inlet and outlet. Additionally, our main aim is to study the flow pattern
regarding its potential application for micro-scale mixing in micro
channels. One may find out from Eq. (19) that the term containing
differential pressure plays as a source term in this equation. Whereas,
the flow induced by thermo-viscous expansion-contraction effect is
strongly affected by temperature field. Therefore, it seems
U=Uth. +UPois. is an appropriate value for velocity scale and finally
there are three following determinative non-dimensional numbers for
the described problem.
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Similarly the first order x *2 -momentum equation with regard to εh is
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Using Eq. (22), one may calculate the pressure fluctuation across the
vertical direction of the microchannel due to thermo-viscous expansion-
contraction.

3. Numerical method

In this work, we benefit from numerical simulation of the flows in
microchannels to study the mentioned problem. For this purpose, we
have used the commercial program ANSYS CFX 14.5 to simulate the
problem. The geometry is consist of a two-dimensional L× h micro-
channel that L and h (h≪ L) are the microchannel length and height,
respectively. The fluid is assumed to be water that its properties at
reference temperature (30 °C) is listed in Table 1. The density and
viscosity of the fluid are calculated from Eqs. (5) and (10), respectively,
based on given local temperature of the fluid at every time. The no slip
boundary condition is considered and the thermal boundary conditions
at microchannel walls is assumed to be sinusoidal and is set to vary
based on Eq. (1). The fluid is set to be at reference pressure (1 atm) and
a differential pressure of PΔ is set between two microchannel ends.
Considering the role of the temperature field towards dictating the
fluidic transport, it needs to be recognized that the thermal boundary
conditions at the ends of the microchannel and at initial time are rather
insignificant. Because, after a brief initial transient phases, the tem-
perature field reaches a quasi-steady state pattern, which implies tem-
perature at every point in the domain varies with the same frequency of
the temperature wave boundary condition [14].

Grid study results shows that a non-uniform 20×100 (per one
wave length) structural grid in the domain with very fine grid size near
the walls is sufficient. For a time-periodic transient problem, the time-
step size is usually dictated by the periodic time scale (λ/vth.), and a
time step of order λ v0.01( / )th. is sufficient for the desired accuracy. We
set the convergence criterion for the maximum relative errors in all
discretized equations to 10−5.

In order to verify our numerical method, we conducted several test
cases including thin and thick microchannels associated with two par-
allel traveling temperature waves as boundary conditions. Comparing
the resultant average velocity profile with the one obtained by Pal and
Chakraborty [14], we found out close agreement between the results
illustrating that our numerical method is valid. For instance, Fig. 2
compares the present results with that of Ref. 14 for a thin micro
channel.

4. Flow pattern

To make sense of the fluid flow caused by combination of both
differential pressure and thermo-viscous expansion-contraction effect,
we have shown the velocity profile for two different cases: Uth./U=1
( =pΔ 0) in the first case, and Uth./U=0.56 ( =p PaΔ 10 ) in the second
one. Fig. 3 shows normalized streamwise and spanwise velocities across
the channel cross-section in the middle of the microchannel with

Table 1
Thermophysical properties of water at 30 °C.

Parameter Value(unit)

ρ0 999.5 (kg/m3)
μ0 8.8× 10−4 (Pas)
αT 3.0× 10−4 (K−1)
ηT 2.2× 10−2 (K−1)
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h=10 μm,vth. = 0.1 m/s, ℃=TΔ 20 , h/δth. = 0.82 and Uth./U=1 at
various times. In this example, the fluid contraction-expansion due to
periodic temperature change that subsequently generates a pressure
pulse inside the channel is the only operating fluid driver. As a con-
sequence of symmetric condition, no net flow would be achieved.
However, the velocity profile is not symmetrical relative to the micro-
channel axis. In other words, as the fluid tend to flow in the opposite
direction of heat waves motions, relatively speaking, the fluid in the
upper half of the microchannel will flow in the opposite direction of the
flow in the lower half of the microchannel. Therefore, whereas there is
mass transport in each microchannel ends, the net flow value is zero.

Fig. 4 shows the velocity components profiles in the middle of a
microchannel of h=10 μm,vth. = 0.1m/s, ℃=TΔ 20 ,h/δth. = 0.82 and
Uth./U=0.56 at various time. In this case, the net flow value is not zero
since the condition is not symmetrical due to existence of the differ-
ential pressure. The differential pressure generates axial flow. As it is
obvious, the flow generated by differential pressure and thermo-viscous
expansion-contraction effect are in the same directions in one half of
microchannel; while they are in the opposite directions in the other
half. Moreover, if the differential pressure is large enough, then there
will be no back flow in semi steady state current and a unidirectional
fluid flow will happen. In this scenario, the net flow fluctuates due to
the thermo-viscous expansion-contraction effect. Fig. 5 shows the vo-
lumetric fluid flow fluctuation for different values of

=p and PaΔ 0, 10 50 . In conclusion, if the differential pressure is chosen
to be large enough, then the effect of thermo-viscous expansion-con-
traction may not even be sensed.

5. Chaotic mixing

As our main aim of this research is to investigate the potential of
using thermo-viscous expansion-contraction effect on mixing, in the
next step, we study the flow based on this purpose. Mixing takes place
only at molecular level, thus only diffusion can do the mixing. To en-
hance the mass diffusion, mixing, one must increase the contact surface
of the two fluids. Thus, fluids mixing is strongly related to the stretching
and folding of fluid interfaces [19,20] and chaotic advection is one of
the most commonly used method to enhance it. It is now accepted as a
rule that chaotic mixing mechanism which was given more attention
after the work done by Aref [21], is the best for mixing in micro scales.
To reach a uniform mixing, fine structure in the striation pattern is
needed which is not possible without the help of chaotic advection
[22]. We believe that thermo-viscous expansion-contraction effect is an
appropriate means of chaos mixing under certain circumstances that in
the following we clarify them.

At first, we are interested in discussing the effect of two parameters
on micro-scale chaotic mixing as they are revealed in Eq. (19): thermal
penetration length and Strouhal number, and another determinative

Fig. 2. Average velocity profile for ℃= = = = −h μm λ μm ΔT andv ms8 , 100 , 20 , 0.1th. 1; (a) our result, (b) Ref. 14.

Fig. 3. Velocity components profiles at ωt=0°, 90°, 180° and 270° in the middle of a microchannel of h=10 μm, vth. = 0.1 m/s, ℃=ΔT 20 , h/δth.=0.82 and Uth./U= 1 ( =pΔ 0), (a)v*2
versusx*2, (b)v*1 versusx*2.
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parameter evaluating mixing: vorticity.

5.1. Thermal penetration length: effect on chaotic mixing

As the heat primarily transfers from the walls into the fluid inside
the microchannel by thermal diffusion and the temperature wave tra-
vels along the walls with speed vth., the understanding of how far the
heat would penetrate through the fluid is of interest. δth. is a char-
acteristic length scale that relatively well expresses the length in which
the heat would penetrate rapidly into it. It is clear that if we use the
effect of thermo-viscous expansion-contraction for chaotic mixing, then
the microchannel thickness h should be in the order of δth. (h/δth.∼ 1).
Nevertheless, the entire effect of thermo-viscous expansion-contraction
is restricted to the thin layer near the walls and the resultant chaotic
flow adjacent to the walls would not result in mixing of two separated
fluids. Therefore, we anticipate a limit for microchannel thickness
based on the temperature wave speed and frequency in which the
chaotic advection would address the mixing.

5.2. Strouhal number: effect on chaotic mixing

Consider a fluid mass element in the inlet of microchannel. This
element enters the microchannel under the effects of differential pres-
sure and thermo-viscous expansion-contraction and experiences flow

cycles including fluid rotations, deformations and transfers. The re-
quired time for a full cycle istcy. = 1/ω, where ω is the temperature
wave frequency and the required time for an element to passλ, one
wave length, through the microchannel, the “relaxation time”, is ap-
proximately

= =t λ
U

μ λ
h p

12
Δrel

Pois
.

.

0
2

2 (24)

Then we may find the Strouhal number expressing the number of
flow cycles that a fluid element passing λ distance through the micro-
channel experiences, as follow

= = =St ωt ωλ
U

μ v λ
ph

12
Δrel

Pois

th
.

.

0 .
2 (25)

Since a flow cycle includes stretching and folding of the fluid ele-
ment, we anticipate that higher Strouhal number results in higher
mixing efficiency. Considering Eq. (19), we can rewrite the coefficient
of transient term as

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

=
Pr

h
δ

h
λ

ReSt1
th.

2

(26)

where Re=UPois.h/υ0 is the Reynolds number. The above equation
clearly shows the role of Strouhal number in Eq. (19). Interestingly, for
specified microchannel height and temperature wavelength, the value
of ReSt is independent of both of the differential pressure pΔ and the
temperature wave amplitude TΔ . Therefore, while Re increases with

pΔ , St decreases; which means there is another limit for using thermo-
viscous expansion-contraction as a method for chaotic mixing. If we
choose =pΔ 0 (Re=0) that addresses no net flow, then St→∞ and
results in a uniform mixing; this situation would take place in a micro 2-
D tank. On the other hand, when → ∞pΔ (Re→∞), the Strouhal
number tends to become zero that results in approximately no mixing.
Therefore, there is a limited range which chaotic mixing would effec-
tively occurs.

5.3. Vorticity: relation to mixing

Engulfment, stretching and increase in the magnitude of species
gradient are three distinct but bounded up effects involved in mixing
enhancement. The vorticity results in engulfment of one fluid domain in
another and stretching deforms the interface. Then, by decreasing the
thickness of the fluid filaments at the interface, the magnitude of the
species gradient normal to the interface increases which eventually
results in diffusion intensification of the concentration. Therefore, the

Fig. 4. Velocity components profiles at ωt=0°, 90°, 180° and 270° in the middle of a microchannel of h=10 μm, vth. = 0.1m/s, ℃=TΔ 20 h/δth. = 0.82 and Uth./U=0.56 ( =Δp Pa10 ),
(a)v *2 versusx *2 , (b)v *1 versusx *2 .

Fig. 5. Volumetric fluid flow fluctuation for h=10 μm, vth. = 0.1m/s, ℃=TΔ 20 , h/
δth. = 0.82 and different values of =p and PaΔ 0, 10 50 .
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evolution of vorticity and strain rate can be used as an evaluation cri-
terion for mixing enhancement [21,23,24,10,25]. In a 2-D channel, the
vorticity and transverse strain rate is determined by

= ∂
∂

− ∂
∂

ξ x x t v
x

v
x

( , , )1 2
2

1

1

2 (27)

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

∂
∂

+ ∂
∂

⎞
⎠

s x x t v
x

v
x

( , , ) 1
21 2

2

1

1

2 (28)

Assuming → ∞pΔ (which addresses Poiseuille flow due to non-
sensible effect of thermo-viscous expansion-contraction on the flow in
comparison with the effect of differential pressure), one may obtain
s=− 1/2ξ that leads to the conclusion that, for this case, the vorticity
and transverse strain rate both express the existence of stretching in the
fluid motion. Under this assumption, the engulfment of one fluid do-
main in another, which is considered as the first stage of stirring
[26–29], and the formation of striation do not occur. Thus, although the
vorticity or strain rate increases with pΔ , approximately no mixing
enhancement will accomplish due to absence of the engulfment. On the
other hand, when the effects of thermo-viscous expansion-contraction
and differential pressure on the flow are comparable, while the differ-
ential pressure drives the fluid in microchannel, thermo-viscous ex-
pansion-contraction stirs the fluids. In this case, the vorticity value is a
criterion that shows not only the stretching but also the engulfment. As
a consequence, predictably, a highly efficient mixing achievement is
associated with a wise selection of pΔ proportional to the thermal wave
characteristics.

Since in a thin microchannel ∂v2/∂x1≪ ∂v1/∂x2, the vorticity is a
multiple of transvers strain rate. Therefore, in this work, we simply
investigate the dimensionless mean vorticity (happens to be periodic
with frequency equals to thermal wave frequency likewise all other
parameters) as a dominant parameter for evaluating the mixing. The
dimensionless mean vorticity is calculated by

=ξ t
ξ t h

U
* ( )

( )
(29)

where ξ t( ) is the mean absolute value of the vorticity in microchannel
that is calculated based on the following equation:

∫=ξ t
A

ξ x x t dA( ) 1 ( , , )2
1 2 (30)

It should be noted that mixing process in macro-flows is typically
turbulent, however, micro-flows are usually laminar, and molecular
diffusion due to the concentration gradient is dominant factor for
mixing in micro scales [30]. In the microscopic flows convective mass
transfer occurs only in the flow direction, therefore, diffusion alone is
insufficient and inefficient, which means long microchannels are re-
quired in order to reach the mixing goal. This insufficiency imposes that
mixing in micro-scale flows should be artificially enhanced [31].

According to [32] mixing is the process of spreading two fluids by
stretching and folding of fluids lines and surfaces. Mixing is thus driven
by advection which acts to stretch and fold fluid filaments in such a
manner that plume boundary areas become highly irregular in shape
and enlarged, while concentration gradients normal to the stretched
filaments are increased greatly. Ottino [33,34] investigated the effect of
intermaterial surface deformation on the mixing process. He showed
that vorticity has strong effect in increasing micro/nano scale mixing
due to the concentration gradient, because of the fact that vorticity
increases intermaterial surface stretching [34]. In the present work
vorticity changes periodically with a frequency of the thermal waves at
the microchannels’ walls; and for relatively large values of Uth./U the
direction of the vorticity also changes periodically. So that, the or-
ientation of the intermaterial area with respect to principal axes of
deformation will change periodically, a more precise vision of the
mixing due to molecular diffusion would achieve.

Fig. 6. The time average of the dimensionless mean vorticity
∼
ξ* Uth./U for h/δth.≅ 1, 0.5

and 3.

Fig. 7. The Normalized Standard Deviation of mean vorticity versus Uth./U for h/δth.≅ 1,
0.5 and 3.

Fig. 8. Variation of Re and St versus Uth./U for different values of ΔT,h=10 μm,
λ=100 μm and vth. = 0.1ms−1.
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6. Results and discussion

Fig. 6 illustrates the time average of the dimensionless mean vor-
ticity

∼
ξ* Uth./U for various values of h/δth.. The value of parameter Uth./

U is limited between zero and one, as it bounds to Poiseuille flow (Uth./
U=0) and the condition related to existence of thermal wave at the
boundaries as the only flow inducer (Uth./U=1), and the variation
through the interval between these two bounds related to the condition
of the combined effects (0 < Uth./U < 1). All the graphs tend to co-
incide with =

∼
ξ* 3 with reduction in the value of Uth./U as this value is

the dimensionless mean vorticity of Poiseuille flow. It is also seen that
the graphs associated with different values of h/δth. start to separate
from each other as Uth./U≥ 0.55 resulting from the fact previously
discussed in the Section 5.3 that the perceptible effects of thermo-vis-
cous expansion-contraction on the flow pattern is related to its pro-
portion as the flow inducer. Moreover, since the direct effect of thermo-
viscous expansion-contraction is restricted to a thin layer close to the
walls scaled with thermal penetration length scale, the mean vorticity
increases for thinner microchannels.

Stretching and engulfment of one fluid into another are two me-
chanisms whereby the contact area of two fluids and the interfacial
normal gradients of the species increase; and vorticity is a criterion
evaluating these mechanisms which its higher value shows more
mixing. By comparing simple Poiseuille flow with flow of combined
effects of thermo-viscous expansion-contraction and differential pres-
sure, it is concluded from Fig. 6 that mixing due to the effect of thermo-
viscous expansion-contraction is achieved for the range of 0.55 < Uth./
U < 1 and it is enhanced by reduction of the h/δth.. It should be
mentioned that in order to identify the determinative non-dimensional
numbers for the described problem, we assume the pressure work and
viscous dissipation terms resulting from differential pressure to be small
and negligible. It is a realistic assumption for cases where the mixing
efficiency is high (0.55 < Uth./U < 1), as the thermal effect on the
flow is dominant and the effect of pressure gradient is smaller; thus, if
the viscous dissipation and pressure work terms due to thermal effect is
negligible, it is also negligible for pressure driven flow.

Frequent change of variables is an essential feature of 2-D chaotic
systems. Obviously, systems with intense frequent change of variables
(while it do not cross the physical boarders, i.e., the thermal relaxation
time) leading to more chaotic results in more efficient mixing. In the
problem addressed in this work, the thermo-viscous expansion-con-
traction works as an agent of variables change inducer and the
Normalized Standard Deviation (in the following we use its abbreviation
form NSD) is used towards clarifying this matter. The NSD is defined as

∫ ∫= − = −NSD χ r χ r χ dr χ χ r dr( ( )) [ ( ) ] , ( )χ r r r

r1 2 1
0 0 (32)

The NSD χ r( ( )) is used as a determination value showing the in-
tensification of variation of χ r( ) within r r[ , ]0 interval. Fig. 7 shows
NSD ξ t( * ( )) versus Uth./U for various values of h/δth.. As it is seen, NSD
of the vorticity starts to arise from a particular value of Uth./U with a
slop strongly related to the h/δth.. It also can be seen that for lower
amount of Uth./U, NSD of the vorticity is approximately zero. Therefore,
for relatively large values of pΔ the fluids flow steadily in the micro-
channel and experience very small fluctuations in its velocity field. By
reducing pΔ , the fluctuations become more noticeable and a semi-
steady state flow due to intrinsic unsteady behavior of thermo-viscous
expansion-contraction is observed. The intense periodic fluctuation in
the velocity field makes the flow chaos and complex flow structures
enhance mixing. Consequently, it is another indication that limits the
range of pΔ regarding the value of h/δth. in which effective mixing is
obtained through that range.

Fig. 8 shows the variation of Reynolds and Strouhal numbers versus
Uth./U for different values of ΔT. This figure is specifically obtained for
a microchannel of h=10 μm and temperature wavelength and speed of

λ=100 μm and vth. = 0.1 ms−1, respectively. This figure demonstrates
the variation of Re and St versus Uth./U for different values ofΔT. From
this figure, one may find the maximum limit of Reynolds number that
the effective chaotic mixing is accomplished. This limit, for a specific
microchannel height, depends on the temperature wave amplitude ΔT
and Uth./U. For example, it is concluded from Figs. 6 and 7 that chaotic
mixing enhances within Uth./U > 0.55; then, from Fig. 8, one may find
the maximum possible Re associated with any chosen value of ΔT re-
lated to this range. Moreover, reduction of Re from its maximum limit
(i.e., by reducing the pΔ ) results in an increment of Strouhal number
which, as discussed before, ends to chaotic mixing enhancement. Fi-
nally, according to this figure, thermo-viscous expansion-contraction,
under certain circumstances, can be used as a method to mix the fluids
for very low Reynolds number of the order of 10−3 which is normally
the case in practical micro channel flows.

7. Conclusion

In this study, we take advantage of thermo-viscous expansion-con-
traction effects to make the flow chaos and preparing suitable condi-
tions for mixing two passing fluids through a microchannel.
Considering a 2-D microchannel and using numerical simulation, we
focus on vorticity change to determine the magnitude of chaos and to
find the most effective parameters on the flow. We show that when
differential pressure and two thermal waves traveling in the opposite
direction are imposed to the fluid flow in a microchannel, the fluid
experiences a complicated semi-steady state flow pattern. This flow
pattern can be developed into an appropriate chaotic advection under
certain circumstances. Using the vorticity as a determinative parameter
which expresses the magnitude of chaos, we show that the mentioned
method is applicable in micro-scale mixing for very low Reynolds
number of the order of 10−3 and thin microchannels. Furthermore, we
characterized the flow by three distinguishable dimensionless para-
meters h/δth., Uth./U and Prandtl number. It is concluded that chaotic
mixing accomplishes only for certain values of Uth./U; so that for every
given h/δth. there is a minimum value of Uth./U that the effective chaotic
mixing will be obtained. Moreover, at same condition, chaotic mixing
enhances as microchannel becomes thinner. We also discuss the effect
of Strouhal number on the mixing enhancement. We reason that any
increase in Strouhal number causes higher vorticity which is possible by
decreasing the Reynolds number because ReSt is constant regardless the
values of ΔT and pΔ . Therefore, reduction of Re by pΔ causes to increase
St and resulting in more efficient mixing.
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